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Guidance on How to Use this Document

Who is this document for?
This document draws evidence from a wide number of sources and seeks to provide a compelling account of the advantages of digitised content. The aim is to provide key information and strong exemplars for the following primary stakeholders:

- Memory institutions and cultural heritage organisations such as libraries, museums and archives.
- Holders and custodians of special collections.
- Managers, project managers and fundraisers who are seeking to justify further investment in digitised resources.
- Academics looking to establish digital projects and digital scholarship collaborations with collection owners.
- Publishing, media and business sectors which may be considering the best means to collaborate and align with collection owners, with academia or memory institutions.

There is a high level, shorter, visually rich version of this document aimed at strategic, political, policy making stakeholders. It is available here: www.jisc.ac.uk/media/documents/programmes/digitisation/12pagefinaldocumentbenefitssynthesis.pdf

What can you do with this document?
This report performs the task of synthesising information relating to the benefits of digitisation and helps to provide a compelling argument for future digitisation work. Thus, you will find in this document information on:

- Where the value and impact can be found in digitised resources,
- What modes of value and impact are achievable, and
- Who are the beneficiaries gaining from the impact and value?

Special attention is worth paying to the section upon 5 modes of value for digitised resources in Creating Digital Britain. The basic value models suggested here may act as a guide for future digitisation impact assessment. If these value models to society as a whole are satisfied then many other benefits identified in this report will also accrue.

This document therefore provides strong information to support:

- Fundraising and revenue development plans,
- Audience development,
- Designing evaluation and impact assessment,
- Project planning, and
- Planning educational activities to augment digitised resources.

Re-use, divide and repackgage this document for your benefit. Please attribute the source/authorship according to the licence, but feel free to re-use.
A Vision for the Future

Imagine walking into one of Britain’s great cathedrals. As you take in the architectural, cultural and religious ambience, your mobile device automatically engages with content on your behalf.

So, just when you ask for it, the local tour is available in your own language. But there is much more: images and information on the stained glass too high to view, videos of famous ceremonies, 3D walk-throughs showing how the cathedral may have looked in previous centuries, full text of historic and literary references, a list of people buried, baptized or married, choral works performed, oral histories of local residents, news reports through the centuries: this list of opportunities could and will grow even longer.

The opportunity to engage actively with British content that is educational, entertaining and deeply enlightening is here. Technology exists to drive forward a vision of intelligent environments that supply the right information to the right person at the right time. Paradoxically, what is missing is the depth of digitised content to make such technical developments more significant than mere playthings.

To achieve a Digital Britain that is educated and ready to exploit these new technologies, the treasure house of British content has to be digitised much more comprehensively.

For the intelligent Digital Britain we need beautiful information, authentic data, validated content and a critical mass that will drive economic impact, research innovation and social benefits.

*What the Bodleian Library is doing now, in digitising large portions of our vast collections, is like the human genome project. Thousands of people can evaluate and use creatively the digital resources to discover new ideas and make innovations. Many hands make light work and those many hands will profoundly touch Britain’s future capacity for learning, research and innovation.*

Sarah Thomas, Bodleian Library, Oxford University

The next phases of activity for UK-wide digitisation must aim to both increase the wealth of content and to disperse this content to an even broader audience.

*Much has been achieved, but there are opportunities for much more impact, benefit and a greater return if we continue to invest in the knowledge economy of Britain by digitising our wealth of information resources.*
Digitised Resources: 15+ years of success, achievement and challenges

The purpose of education is life-enhancing: it contributes to the whole quality of life. This recognition of the purpose of higher education in development of our people, our society and our economy is central to our vision. In the next century, the economically successful nations will be those which become learning societies: where all are committed, through effective education and training, to lifelong learning.


Britain is a treasure house of culture, innovation and knowledge. But many of these treasures have been locked away from the public gaze and available only to the most tenacious researcher. Over the last 15 years, JISC and others have been fostering UK digitisation strategy to bring these collections out of the dark. In so doing there have been tangible benefits to learning, research and teaching. These in turn have delivered economic and social benefits to the United Kingdom.
The JISC collections policy has been paradigm-changing in UK higher education. Expensively produced commercial and academic resources are now available at affordable prices to the whole community. JISC had the wisdom to realise very early in the digital era that we were stronger as a community in terms of bargaining power than we were as individual institutions, and so it evolved the model of upfront purchase or licensing of major resources, with institutions buying into the resources at levels commensurate with the size of the institution. This means that costly collections of early books like Early English Books Online (EEBO) and Eighteenth-Century Collections Online (ECCO), together offering some 50 million pages of works in English published between 1475 and 1800, can be made widely accessible to students and researchers in institutions large and small.

As well as purchasing digital resources, JISC has provided significant funding over the last fifteen years for the digitisation of a wide range of materials in many formats, held by libraries, museums, galleries and educational institutions, in collections large and small. This has built content and expertise throughout the UK higher education sector, and has brought many significant collections to a wider audience.

In particular, the large-scale digitisation programme that ran from 2004 to 2009 engaged organisations with world-class reputations and has enabled the digitisation of, among other vital resources:

- more than one million 18th century parliamentary publications;
- more than three million pages of British newspapers spanning three centuries from 1620;
- almost 45,000 archival sound recordings;
- half a million pages of minutes and memoranda produced by the British Cabinet between 1915 and 1978;
- 1.5 million items of printed ephemera ranging in date from 1508 to 1939;
- more than 3000 hours of newsfilm footage representing some 60,000 news stories and programme scripts from the ITN/Reuters archives.

The beginnings ...

Much of this activity and success can be tracked back to JISC’s inception. It has been highly influential in the production, purchase, delivery and preservation of digitised resources. Even before JISC existed, the UK higher education funding organisations established a number of vital initiatives for the promotion and production of digital resources through the Computer Board. The Computers in Teaching Initiative, set up in 1989, was revolutionary in establishing some 24 subject centres throughout the UK, some of which evolved into the Subject Centres of the Higher Education Academy, and which still promote the use of digital technologies and resources for teaching. Further initiatives by the funding organizations promoted the use of digital resources and the production of digital teaching materials, and the research councils, foundations and JISC itself have been providing funding for the production of large- and small-scale digitization projects and digital collections.

The UK Research Councils fund a range of research projects some of which may have digital components, and have supported significant amounts of digitisation activity. There have been other public programmes, many initiated...
or promoted by JISC, which have specifically targeted digitisation developments. In 1994, following on from a report produced by the Joint Funding Councils' Libraries Review Group, chaired by Sir Brian Follett (the Follett Report), JISC established the Electronic Libraries Programme (eLib) with £15 million of funding. The first two phases of eLib funded some 60 projects in digitisation, electronic document delivery, access to networked resources, digital preservation, and on-demand publishing. It also carried out training and awareness programmes. The third phase sought to integrate some of the resources and findings of the first two phases into larger-scale hybrid libraries.

Another significant digitisation programme was the New Opportunities Fund’s NOF-Digitise, which invested £50 million between 1999-2004 to create learning materials by educational, cultural and community organisations throughout the UK. Many millions of items of digital content were created and built into innovative learning resources across a whole range of disciplines in the arts and sciences and integrating surrogates of all possible analogue formats: illuminated manuscripts, archaeological sites, letters, personal papers, maps, art objects, buildings, etc. What was special about NOF-digitise was its cultural inclusiveness and diversity which promoted cross-fertilisation between academic institutions, libraries, commercial companies, faith groups, community groups, local authorities, media organisations, and other local groups.

JISC and others, through these exciting and ground-breaking programmes, have certainly helped to bring about the Dearing vision of creating ‘learning societies’ and with the next phases of activity of UK-wide digitisation we hope to both increase the wealth of content and disperse the content to an even broader audience. Much has been achieved, but there are opportunities for much more.
The Digitised Future for Higher Education

Opportunities, benefits and impacts from digitised resources

We need to create a sustainable national content collection of compelling rich and accessible digital content to foster excellence in research, learning and teaching.

To achieve this vision, the benefits and impact from digitised resources must support the following areas of digital opportunity.

Learning

Educational benefits are gained from a wide variety of activities introducing people to new digitised information and experiences. This might mean using digitised content to teach history at university or biology in a school classroom; an introduction to new activities such as creative writing or renovating a steam train; or visiting museum collections. Education benefits have to include all members of society, not just university students or schoolchildren: there is a hunger for learning and for resource discovery at all levels.

Now I enter the classroom and I think, most of the content that I have to deliver and a whole lot more, is floating around them right now. What I need to do is inspire them and give them the tools to harness that information and harness the skills of other people to do the things they want to get done. And that transforms the way you approach the classroom.

Dr Michael Wesch, Kansas State University

Research

Research benefits accrue when we invest in deepening our understanding of the world and build upon the intellectual legacy of previous generations. Digitised resources continue to transform the research process. The researcher can now ask questions that were previously not feasible; they can engage in a new process of discovery and focus their intellect on analysis rather than data collation.

Consumption

The most obvious benefit of digitised resources is the value people get from using them. The term consumption is intended to include both the “entertainment” value of engaging with digitised content and the personal value added from participating in a community of use. Increased consumption will also benefit economic sustainability.

Strengthening communities and regeneration

Digitised resources make it possible for communities to grow more cohesive as common interests and a common vision can be shared. Renaissance in the Regions has funded museum digitised resources and skills development that engages local communities. Some regeneration projects also include important skills development in the digital domain, although this is sometimes diffuse. For instance harnessing traditional crafts with Web developed marketing and services to attract employment and tourism to rural areas which have lost
The benefits and impact of digitised resources justify the investment in more digitisation of the rich collections to be found in Britain. The most significant technological challenges have diminished; and a new generation of users has emerged, newly poised to engage with content online. There has also never been a better time to ensure that these collections can become part of a critical mass of content provided by the major public sector cultural and educational institutions in the UK. If we lose sight of the value of investing in content and the incredible possibilities that presents, then we may well look back from 2020 and regret that we did not grasp this opportunity.

**Building on the legacy of success**

**Much has been achieved in the last fifteen years in building key collections and developing infrastructure and skills, in the HE sector and beyond, to support this development. The next phases of activity for UK-wide digitisation must aim to increase the wealth of content and disperse this content and its use to an even broader audience.**
Learning, Teaching and Research Benefits

The New History from Within
The Old Bailey Online offers a fully searchable database of the largest body of texts detailing the lives of non-elite people ever published, containing 197,745 criminal trials held at London's central criminal court with over 120 billion words recorded.

Alongside other key projects, such as London Lives 1690 to 1800, this makes eighteenth and nineteenth century London the most digitised where and when in the history of world. The Old Bailey Online is being used by people in their millions.

Old Bailey Online reaches out to communities, such as family historians, who are keen to find a personal history, reflected in a national story, and in the process re-enforces the workings of a civil society. Digital resources both create a new audience, and re-configure our analysis to favour the individual.

Professor Tim Hitchcock, University of Hertfordshire

Digitised resources transform the research process

New areas of research are enabled.
Rich research content now widely accessible through innovative interfaces and friendly research tools.
The researcher can now ask questions that were previously not feasible.
Researchers can engage in a new process of discovery and focus their intellect on analysis rather than data collation.
**Easier access to scholarly publications**

A bedrock of scholarship is the ability to share, discuss and reference thoughts, ideas, and discoveries. Scholars require access to the accumulated knowledge of human endeavour to move research and discovery forward rather than in circles.

Improved access to scholarly content makes research and teaching easier, faster and more productive. Hundreds of millions of pages of historic journal content are now available, bringing untold thousands of hitherto hidden articles back into circulation. These enhance the ability of scholars to cross-search and cross-refer.

*They are ‘greener’, they save valuable square metres of library storage space, and they are the format of choice for busy researchers.*

Toby Bainton, Society of College, National and University Libraries

---

**The ideas, thoughts, discoveries and scholarly discussion of many centuries**

Over 6 million pages of academic journals are available on JSTOR. In the current year they were accessed almost 600 million times.

The British Library’s Electronic Theses Online Service (EthOS) allows instant access to 250,000 plus UK theses that have already been digitised, and will digitise on demand any other thesis produced in the UK.

Oxford University Press have created the Oxford Journals Archive to provide more than 3.4 million article pages covering content from 1849-1995.

**Welsh Journals Online** digitised some 400,000 pages of Welsh academic content.

---

**New areas of research enabled**

Digitised resources enable entirely new areas of research and discovery to be opened up. New research methods can be applied to the digitised resources which were hitherto unthinkable. New collaborations across disciplines can also be fostered through joint engagement with digitised resources.

*Almost the entire field of bioinformatics has grown up because of data sharing.*

Dr Paul Flicek, Vertebrate Genomics at European Bioinformatics Institute
The digital projects that have been carried out over the last twenty years by the research community have brought a new spirit of enterprise to the process of scholarship:

**Bringing collections out of the dark**

Britain’s wealth of information and artefacts underpin the nation’s culture. Yet because of the sheer volume, value, fragility, complexity and dispersion of physical assets they can never fully be displayed, accessed or made widely available in that form.

*Early English Books Online itself has transformed research into early English literature. It has democratised the research process by extending this facility to individuals and institutions without easy access to specialist libraries.*

Dr Sarah Carpenter, University of Edinburgh

**Early English Books Online**

EEBO provides to scholars and students a digital collection of **22 million pages** of early printed text, representing 125,000 books published in England or in English between 1475 and 1700. This is the culmination of more than a century of effort in finding, cataloguing, microfilming, digitizing, rekeying and delivering what is in effect a great virtual library of early books.

It is one of the world’s greatest digital collections, and its impact on research and teaching is profound. It allows many scholars and students around the world access to what has been in the past only accessible to the very few.
I would not be able to do my research without the use of EEBO. Moreover, I am looking at lots of medical recipes and need to assess quickly what the ingredients were thought to be useful for. The ability to search full texts to find these ingredients with ease and speed is crucial to my work. It saves me a lot of time not to have to read the whole document to find one herb.

Jennifer Evans, PhD Medical History student, Exeter University

A similar development to EEBO, Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO) provides more than 30 million pages, representing 180,000 works including every significant English-language and foreign-language title printed in Great Britain during the eighteenth century, along with thousands of important works from the Americas. ECCO has revolutionized research and teaching in eighteenth-century studies:

ECCO is an amazingly rich resource: it puts a magnificent library of eighteenth-century printed material on the desktops of scholars and students. It vastly improves access; it allows the scholar to discover new seams of material; it gives students unprecedented access to masses of primary source material. And of course it supports new kinds of searching.

Joanna Innes, Somerville College, Oxford University, June 2009

What makes these resources even more accessible to scholars is the capacity to search across the metadata of both at the same time: the bibliographic records for ECCO have been loaded into EEBO, which gives EEBO users the possibility of locating additional texts relevant to their research.

Shedding new light on mathematics

The Archimedes Palimpsest project has revealed to the world lost ideas by the ancient Greek mathematician and physicist Archimedes (287-212BC), whose discoveries underpin much of modern physics.

This work was quite literally brought out of the dark by digitisation. An international collaboration of scientists and textual scholars has produced a readable text that reveals Archimedes’ ideas hidden for almost a millennium.

From beneath the pages of the prayer book a second book emerged—a virtual Archimedes

Will Noel, Curator of Manuscripts, The Walters Art Museum
Digitisation brings these materials to a wider public than ever before: either free or at low-cost to the consumer and made accessible with a wealth of explanatory context produced by world-class experts.

**Virtual reunification**

Primary source material is vital to scholarly research but in some cases the source material may have been artificially separated and physically distributed over the whole planet. In the past scholars travelled to libraries around the world if they wanted to compare sources. This was costly, time consuming and inefficient. In addition to reunifying primary sources, digitised resources enable new tools to facilitate research once they can be brought together again.

**Reunifying collections online**

*Jane Austen’s Fiction Manuscripts Digital Edition* presents all Austen’s manuscripts to be viewed side-by-side for the first time in 150 years.

The earliest Christian bible (the 1600 year-old *Codex Sinaiticus*), whose pages reside in four different countries (the UK, Russia, Germany and Egypt) can now be viewed digitally via The British Library as a whole also for the first time in 150 years.

*Chopin’s First Editions Online* unites all of the first impressions of Chopin's first editions in an unprecedented virtual collection, thereby providing direct access to musicians and musicologists to the most important primary source materials relevant to the composer’s music.

*Jane Austen’s Fiction Manuscripts Digital Edition* offers unprecedented opportunities for new scholarship, particularly in exploring the creative laboratory of her novels, so far an under examined area of Austen studies.

*It also makes the manuscript sources freely available to the wider public.*

Professor Kathryn Sutherland, University of Oxford

---

Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-Share-Alike 2.0 UK: England & Wales Licence.
Teaching benefits

The increasing availability of digitised resources allows educational institutions to provide students with more varied, more accessible and richer teaching materials than ever before. This encourages a more exploratory, research-based approach to teaching and learning. Entirely new kinds of topics and courses can be studied, new modes of assessment are possible, and students are given a richer educational experience.

Not only an invaluable resource for studying Chopin’s music, but potentially a means of studying music in general—perhaps with application beyond music, too.

Professor Nicholas Cook, University of Cambridge on the Online Chopin Variorum Edition

Once available digitally, materials produced for one context can be used in many others: advanced research projects can be used by students in a wide range of contexts and backgrounds including schools and colleges, and life-long learners. For instance, Survivors of the Shoah Visual History Foundation identified that its content could have significant relevance to 42 academic subject areas.

Using real world data for teaching

The Economic and Social Data Service provides real-world economic data that is being used in learning and teaching. Students learn how economics data looks in its raw state and experience first-hand the complexities and difficulties of working with it.

Students develop a portfolio of realistic project work to demonstrate their skills and experience to prospective employers.

It's connected with getting your hands dirty and looking at the real world. Lots of the standard courses have got data that's already in some senses cleaned...whereas when you actually start to investigate the world you often find that things aren't straightforward.

Nick Weaver, University of Manchester
Availability of new kinds of materials

Digitisation takes primary sources beyond the book and the laboratory. Digitised sources bring into the classroom simulated practical experimentation in science as well as rare and fragile artefacts to support teaching.

The First World War Poetry Archive makes it easier to discuss the creative process in greater detail with students than was traditionally possible.

My teaching is enhanced because there is much more primary source material freely available, especially the full colour images of all the manuscript variants of a poem. This represents a significant benefit to students, teachers and researchers.

Dr Stuart Lee, University of Oxford

Time-based media

Time-based media can be difficult to access for teaching, though the tape recorder and later the video machine brought about the birth of media studies, a popular and vitally important area of study. Now, digitisation allows students and researchers to edit sources into multimedia publications and comment directly on them in ways that were never before possible.

LBC/Independent Radio News has created a colossal 2,965 hours of digitised radio recording covering the period 1973-1996 dealing with such vital public issues as the miner’s strike, Margaret Thatcher’s time as Prime Minister, the Falklands War and many other topics.

Its use in teaching has already been significant, even in schools it has allowed pupils the opportunity to carry out research on real primary sources.

Integrating many different kinds of resources

Students can now participate as genuine researchers and real contributors: online courses and reading lists can link directly to digitised resources—not only for library-type materials but digitised images for the study of image-rich subjects (art history, for example); 3-D models for chemistry or physics; simulations for teaching medicine; rich data sets for statistical modelling.
Students are no longer limited by geography, these resources do not even need to be in the student’s own institution, they could be on the other side of the world.

*Classroom activities built around communal engagement of defined collections raises the quality and amount of peer interactions centred around the subject matter being studied.*

*A 'contribution channel', whereby vetted or exemplary student annotation or analysis can be promoted into a curated collection, spurs students to work harder and more carefully on work possibly destined to be seen by other classes and/or the public.*

Columbia University Digital Bridges Project
Bestowing Economic Benefits

When businesses like Google look at libraries, they do not merely see temples of learning. They see potential assets or what they call “content” ready to be mined. Built up over centuries at an enormous expenditure of money and labor, library collections can be digitized en masse at relatively little cost—millions of dollars, certainly, but little compared to the investment that went into them.

Professor Robert Darnton, Harvard University

Free access to medical research

2 million+ pages of medical journals are now available through the Medical Journals Backfiles project and the US National Library of Medicine service, PubMed.

Delivering free at the point of use access to almost 200 years of peer-reviewed medical research achieves economic impact. One title alone, the Biochemical Journal, attracts 300,000+ uses per month.

It’s the immediate accessibility of a vast wealth of peer-reviewed resources that is most remarkable… [scholars] can access whole decades of invaluable resources on their desktops.

Professor Tilli Tansey, University College London

Widespread access to digitised resources enhances education and research at all levels of attainment. They contribute to the vibrant cultural and intellectual life of the UK, promoting education and enjoyment for all whilst bestowing a range of benefits to local and national economies.
The production and use of digitised resources supports these economic impacts by delivering efficiency, innovation and enhanced skills, by underpinning competitiveness, and by developing a UK brand for Universities and HE worldwide.

The knowledge economy has thus become:

*increasingly important as our international competitiveness rests more than ever on the development, dissemination and application of knowledge and ideas.*

Sainsbury Review

Higher Education has a key role in transferring ideas, research results and skills between universities, other research organisations, business and the wider community, conferring a whole range of benefits: economic, social and political. In the modern world, the digital agenda and the digitised resources to support innovation are essential components for Higher Education investment.

*The economic impact of the research base is important to the future prosperity and wellbeing of the country. The knowledge and expertise gained through our investment in people and innovation allows the UK to maintain a technological leading edge, build a strong economy and improve quality of life for its citizens.*

Excellence with Impact, Research Councils

*Competitiveness – increasing value whilst accruing cost savings and efficiency gains*  
*Bricks and mortar organisational practices can no longer sustain growth in Higher Education.*

Daniel Greenstein, University of California

*The economic profile of the acquire, store and access chain suggests that switching to digital has so many cost benefits that the cost of acquiring through digitisation is a solid investment, especially for text-based resources, film and video, or scientific datasets.*

Learning, teaching and research are all enhanced by wider, easier and cheaper access to digitised resources. This is being achieved through the large-scale digitisation of materials held by educational and cultural establishments worldwide. One result of this is that costly, time consuming and inefficient travel to visit collections or collate data sets has been radically reduced. Digitisation allows multiple resources to be interrogated and compared instantly, making the research process more rapid and facilitating more in-depth study.
This digital resource is the only complete collection of the Chopin first editions, which otherwise are scattered across the globe... users have at their fingertips source materials which they otherwise would never have sight of, or only with considerable difficulty and concomitant expense.

Professor John Rink, Royal Holloway, University of London

Higher education has to foster increased global economic performance for the UK through the quality and depth of its research, teaching and scholarship. In order for our universities to remain competitive and for our researchers and teachers to get true advantage from digital content, concerted action needs to be taken to address gaps and channel communities within academia and beyond to build a sustainable national collection that is also accessible in a worldwide context.

Efficiency savings

Significant efficiency savings are being achieved through the use and re-use of data and by reducing the cost of collection and creation.

Re-use is a key economic benefit, with many research and learning uses becoming available to many audiences—many of these uses having not been foreseen by the original creators. For instance, researchers in psychology have used Early Child Care and Youth Development data sets to address a range of research questions not envisaged in the original study plan. There was so much new activity that this resulted in a special edition of the Journal of Applied Developmental Psychology being produced.

The benefits and impact of secondary analysis of digitised resources have been particularly apparent in the sciences.

Exchanging data and digitised content

The Protein Data Bank began in 1970 with the exchange of data using punched cards. From the 375 datasets distributed annually in the 1970s, daily file downloads now average over 200,000. In addition, data is applied in new research due to derivative databases.

Support from the complete digitised back runs of Crystallography Journals Online maximises re-use and cross-referencing, and reduces duplication of effort.
Dr Amy Irwin, research fellow at the MRC Institute of Hearing Research, has used the British Library’s Archival Sound Recordings (ASR) during the course of her work to assess the impact on the human brain of sounds perceived as either pleasant or unpleasant:

*Being able to download clips directly was a great time-saver – the variety of soundscapes available was also useful. Combined with the soundscapes I found from other sources, Archival Sound Recordings provided for all my needs.*

Dr Amy Irwin, MRC Institute of Hearing Research

**New kinds of collaboration**

As a critical mass of digitised resources becomes available, along with the tools for manipulation, researchers can more easily interact with the resources and with each other. Scholarly endeavours that used to take decades can come to fruition much more quickly.

**Doing more for less**

The cost of creating digitised resources is continuously dropping, and investment in digitisation is delivering its benefits and impacts more quickly than previously was possible. As real economies of scale are realised, further benefits accrue through sharing both the direct and indirect costs, whilst international collaboration is fostered by the ability to share knowledge and resources.

An excellent example of the economic and intellectual leveraging of community engagement through sharing digitised resources is provided by crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing is a distributed problem-solving and production model with the community or crowd submitting solutions. It is a very low cost means of engaging with a community, and delivers the benefits of increased skills, enhanced digital resources and improved institutional links with that community.

**The Big Society in a digital environment**

Over 3 years the BBC asked the public to contribute their memories and artefacts of the Second World War. 32,000 people registered and submitted 47,000 stories and 15,000 images.

**FamilySearch Indexing** is a volunteer project which aims to create searchable digital indexes for scanned images of historical documents—over 250 million historical records have been transcribed to date.

**The Australian Newspapers Digitisation Program** has registered 9,000 volunteers who enhance the text in their 8.4 million articles.

To date, 12 million lines of text have been corrected which equates to approximately **70 person years of effort** or, assuming an average wage, **£1.75 million worth of effort**.
**Optimising the research and teaching environment**

Digitised resources and the increased sharing of data sets provide opportunities to create a more complete and transparent record of scholarly endeavour. The availability of digitised resources can

Digitised resources can also provide recognition for a wider range of research ‘outputs’ and contributions than is typical in current programmes based on a monograph and journal model. Art history, for instance, is under extreme economic pressure because the cost of print publication is so high with the need to use colour art images extensively. However, without publication, research dissemination is reduced.

Using online modes of publication allows the art historian to link directly to digitised resources, for instance to the JISC funded Birmingham Museums & Art Gallery Pre-Raphaelite Collection or to the Corpus of Medieval Stained Glass reducing the costs of research dissemination in terms of copyright fees and print publication.

**Skills**

The growth of digitised resources generates new and improved skills in students, scholars and the wider public. The silver surfer generation has been fostered by the growth in family history resources available online.

Crowdsourcing has raised the skill levels of the wider public by aligning simple online tasks with exciting digital content. The Victoria and Albert Museum has crowdsourced Search the Collections asking the public to help manage the 140,000 images in the collection. This brings the users to the content and lifts their information and subject literacy skills.
Individuals are faced with diverse information choices in their studies, in the workplace, and in their lives.

Specific organisations, such as JISC Digital Media and Netskills plus a raft of consultancies, have become sustainable providing information, training and advice to the community. To be truly competitive institutions, university students and staff need to appreciate how to manage and deliver digital assets effectively. Such skills are a vital part of digital economy.

Just as importantly, research using digital resources does not now require a high level of computer expertise, opening up these benefits to an ever widening group of researchers.

**New opportunities to create value through innovation and standards**

JISC has been highly innovative in developing standards for digitisation and supporting licensing that overcomes some significant economic barriers to participation.

Digitised content, especially film and video, is available through more open licensing models because of the support JISC has provided. Economic benefits accrue to the wider educational community because of the negotiation engaged in by JISC.

*Newsfilm Online is a ground-breaking example of a creative partnership between higher education and a leading commercial news archive. It is set to move the agenda forwards in the appreciation of the long-term educational and scholarly value of broadcast news.*

Professor Stewart Purvis, City University. Former Chief Executive and Editor in Chief at ITN
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Open Access publishing models for digitised content are widening participation and increasing awareness of British research excellence. That JISC encourages digitised resources to be made available through Open Access models means that content is used by a wide audience of professional academics, students and amateur researchers. A competitive advantage is being achieved for UK Higher Education in attracting foreign students because of the amount of content able to be leveraged through these Open Access models.

Re-use ‘industries’ in particular areas of research are emerging through digitised resources. Particular successes have happened with geospatial, meteorological and oceanographic data for instance. Support and service ‘industries’ are also developing, focusing on providing value adding products and services that enable easier storage, discovery and access to digitised resources and datasets.
Connecting People and Communities

Connecting people and communities with digital content greatly improves life, work and leisure, and ensures that all are included in our digital future.

Access to over one hundred million digitised archival records from archives and libraries transforms local history research and builds expertise in genealogists and local historians. Octogenarians now regularly use complex resources with great facility—the silver surfer generation has been created.

Connecting communities with news

The news, local, national and international, is a vital resource. Now it is put into the hands of everyone, and reveals a wealth of information about our daily lives of the last three centuries.

*Newspapers widen the scope of what historians can explore, bring colour and variety to historical events. The powerful search function available with digitised newspapers is a crucial advantage in exploring in detail and saves a lot of time.*

Dr Peter Rushton, University of Sunderland

---

**Connecting to news content**

**The British Library**, funded by JISC, has digitised around 3 million pages of UK newspapers between 1620 and 1900. This is now available for public use.

Author **Kate Summerscale’s** best-selling book *The Suspicions of Mr Whicher* draws heavily on contemporary newspaper reports of the famous 19th century murder trial. Kate found that the BL’s digitised archive added new dimensions to her story.

The **LBC/IRN audio archive** delivers the most important commercial radio archive in the UK and provides a unique audio history of the period with over 80,000 individual audio files, from short news clips to longer documentaries and current affairs programmes.

**NewsFilm Online** delivers ~60,000 news stories with some 3,000 hours of footage from the ITN/Reuters archives.

The **British Cartoon Archive** is a unique archive of over 140,000 pieces of cartoon artwork.
Community cohesion

Communities (local and distributed) can cohere around digitised resources, sharing common interests and promoting a common vision. This is particularly important in areas of specialised or minority interests, where geographically-dispersed communities can be developed and sustained in a way that could never happen around physical resources.

Commenting about Caribbean Histories Revealed, an online exhibition from The National Archives, the award-winning novelist Andrea Levy, best known for Small Island, says

It is fascinating, and very gratifying, to see the historical records of the Caribbean becoming more accessible to ordinary people. The on-line exhibition makes a great starting point for anyone interested in researching this part of Britain’s heritage.

Andrea Levy, novelist

More effective and usable collections can also be developed by harnessing input from outside of higher education. This can be achieved by getting communities to offer their knowledge, donate their objects for digitisation and share their histories. Photographic resources from the collections of the Shetland Isles Museum have been augmented with comments and tags from a community of newly skilled ‘Tele-Crofters’.

Community engagement

The Great War Archive is a digital project building new communities around content with >6,500 contributions from the general public. The public can submit photographs of memorabilia and souvenirs from the First World War and enter their family’s story. They can also trace relatives who served in the First World War.

Travelling around the country, the Archive held ‘roadshows’ to which people brought First World War memorabilia they had uncovered in their attics. This was digitised on the spot and added to the project’s website.

Availability of digitised resources teaches new skills and provides stepping stones for our universities to engage with a broader range of audiences.

RunCoCo (‘RunCoCo: how to Run a Community Collection online’) an associated project to the Great War Archive seeks to link communities, collections and universities online. The project offers free training and open-source software to help small institutions in the education and public sectors. RunCoco is also building a support network to exchange knowledge about ‘community collections’ to support institutional outreach agendas.
**A sense of place and time: a deeper engagement with the place and area people live and their personal histories**

Digitised resources can offer great support for personal participation in society. They provide information about family and ancestors, educational opportunities, medical and health information, entertainment, and a deeper engagement with the places and areas people live in through maps, historical photographs, trade catalogues, etc.

Census data and other digitised resources that can be quarried in depth for family history or provide a sense of place and time are hugely popular, and the UK Government has responded to the growing hunger for social information with a policy to set information free and open up government data sets. Substantial social and economic gains can be made through this strategy.

Memory institutions are also bringing their collections directly into communities to connect with those disadvantaged or isolated by circumstance from their personal memories or communities. Benefits include:
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Especially for older persons, bringing collections directly into their homes enables memories to be triggered and allows them to reconnect with their community and their past. It also opens up new opportunities for shared participation and inter-generational interaction. The social benefits of personal memories within a wider context has provided comfort to early stage Alzheimer's sufferers and enabled families to interact with the older generation’s memories and social context.

*With Harry Patch's death, any direct living connection to these [First World War soldiers'] records has finally been severed and marks the passing of this significant period in British military activity into history. Digitising these records makes them accessible to people around the world, many of whom had ancestors who served in the ‘war to end all wars’, and who will now be able to discover so much more about them.*

William Spencer, Military Records Specialist at The National Archives
Community engagement through revealing content and allowing new content to be discovered

The ubiquity of affordable access to computing power and the increasing provision of ever more bandwidth means that communities outside of major organisations can interact with digitised resources as easily as those within. Community projects, in partnership with educational and cultural memory organisations, have helped deliver a wealth of formerly hidden material to a wide and diverse audience, both within and outside the UK.

Digitised resources allow me to discover the hidden lives of disabled people, who have not traditionally left records of their lives. I have found disability was discussed by many writers in the Eighteenth Century and that disabled men and women played an important role in the social life of the time.

Dr David Turner, Swansea University

Exploring the origins of diverse communities

Moving Here delivers a peerless public benefit that honours the origins of the diverse communities that make up modern Britain and gives them a voice.

Hosted by The National Archives (in partnership with some 30 other content holders), it delivers a substantial database of digitised material (more than 200,000 items) on Caribbean, Jamaican, Barbadian, Irish, Jewish, South Asian, Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi and Sri Lankan migrations to Britain over the last 200 years.

It also provides personal histories of migrations written by contributors from the migrant communities, and allows descendents of migrants to trace their roots and find out how their families first arrived in Britain. This project created schools resources at Key Stage 2 and 3 of the national curriculum and enabled communities to publish their experiences of migration online.

The wealth of information and artefacts that underpin a nation’s culture can never be displayed, accessed or made widely available in analogue form because of the volume, value, fragility, complexity and dispersion of these assets.
Opening cultural collections otherwise hidden

Glasgow Museum's Collection is the city’s biggest single fiscal asset valued at £1.4 billion. It contains around 1.2 million objects. On average only 2% of the collection is exhibited to the public at any one time. Glasgow Museums Resource Centre stores around 800,000 objects in ‘open storage’. It provides free access to the collections and documentation associated with it.

Digital access is opening up further access to these collections through the Collections Navigator, a searchable database of 1,206 collections.

A major impact sought is to increase self-confidence in the populace – to feel less marginalised, less insignificant, less unheard. Increased feelings of self-worth through interaction with the Museums will spill over into every aspect of their lives.

Hidden collections exist in libraries, museums, galleries and private collections, sometimes well curated and catalogued and sometimes not. Digitisation is bringing these materials to a wider public than ever before: they are either free or low-cost and they are made accessible with a wealth of explanatory context produced generally by world-class experts.

Communities cohere around a digitised resource

The Digital Shikshapatri, funded by NOF-Digitise, brought together a number of Hindu faith groups with librarians and technical developers at Oxford University and King’s College London to digitise the Shikshapatri manuscript, an object of religious veneration to Hindus of the Swaminarayan Faith.

This was the most visited manuscript in Oxford as Swaminarayans came to worship in its presence. The digital resource is used widely by scholars, but is also used by devotees for their daily worship.

Only 300 people could visit the physical manuscript per year because of conservation issues. Now it is accessed by more than 2,000 people per day, of all ages and all educational backgrounds. Communities of Swaminarayans around the world now cohere around the digitised resource.
**Oral history**

Oral histories are an especially powerful means of connecting personal stories with digitised content to create a wider contextual framework. By interconnecting these histories we can better understand or engage with a subject than if they remain ungathered.

*Spoken word collections fill a special place in the documentation of our cultural heritage, capturing aspects of the human experience that can be difficult to capture or convey as well in other formats. Dramatic improvements in the affordability of digital storage and the availability of adequate network bandwidth now make it practical to assemble enormous collections of digitized audio [and video].*

Dagobert Soergel, Douglas Oard, et al

---

**A Living Digital Archive**

East London Lives documents the lives of East Londoners leading up to the 2012 Olympic Games. It records and reflects on the process of social change in East London arising from hosting the games, and maps the everyday effects that the Olympics have on local inhabitants as they happen.

The archive contains nearly 600 Greater London Authority published documents, transcripts of oral history interviews with Dr Mary Smith and local participants remembering the 1948 London Olympic Games or reflecting on sports history in the local area.

Employing oral interviews with school pupils and members of the public, as well as videos, photos and academic research and official documents linking these Olympics with the 1948 Games, the archive informs research on the indicators about well-being and health that were pledges made by the government.

The oral history resources of the United Kingdom are an enormous and untapped resource, as only a small proportion has been digitised. Layering oral histories with other digitised resources is an effective means of delivering benefit and impact by engaging communities in rich resources.
Lifelong learning and digital communities

The lifelong, voluntary and self-motivated pursuit of knowledge for personal and work gain relies considerably upon the availability of digitised resources. This not only enhances social inclusion, active citizenship and personal development, but also competitiveness and employability.

Without digitised resources, many subjects cannot be effectively engaged with and the availability of free to access digital content is addressing issues of digital literacy and the digital divide by democratizing access.

A key characteristic of life-long learners is that they wish to study outside of working hours and in their own homes rather than in libraries or institutions—digitised resources offer them this flexibility.

Digitised resources, especially in very specialist or relatively minority interests, provide the opportunity through the Web of developing a sense of belonging and common purpose. It is thus possible to build or sustain a community around an interest in the digitised content that could not easily be done in the physical world. For example, medieval studies is an area energised by the growing availability of digitised resources, which opens up the field to a wider community of lifelong learners and school usage. Resources such as the Digital Image Archive of Medieval Music (DIAMM) have been used in teaching even at primary school level.

As one amateur user of the Fine Rolls of Henry III stated:

*What a treasure trove of information you have here, the simple details that give away the thoughts behind the monarch. I had no idea this was here... It is archives like this that reveal the rich history that this country has.*

*Ellen Hogan, Financial Controller, amateur user of the Fine Rolls of Henry III*

Regeneration

Some regeneration projects also include important skills development in the digital domain. Renaissance in the Regions has funded museum digitised resources and skills development that engage local communities. The impact is sometimes diffuse. For instance, harnessing traditional crafts with Web-developed marketing and digital services to attract employment and tourism to rural areas that have lost formerly established industries. Such impacts, even if diffuse, are very meaningful to these local communities.

If we harness people outside of Higher Education to assist with the digitising process we can also build more effective and usable collections. This is achieved by getting communities to offer their knowledge, offer their objects for digitisation and to share their histories. For instance, photographic resources from the collections of the Shetland Isles Museum have been augmented with comments and tags from the community of newly skilled “Tele-Crofters”.
Creating Digital Britain

Without doubt the uses to which people in the future will put the fruits of big digitisation will be very different from today’s uses. All the more reason why we should do our very best to plan today in a way that safeguards the interests of the researchers of tomorrow.

It is not difficult to imagine how groups of users might respond, given the opportunities and the tools, to the presence of huge quantities of text in digital form: by annotating, translating, citing, discussing, analysing, reusing and repackaging.

Andrew Green, Librarian National Library of Wales

5 modes of value for digitised resources

There are 5 basic value modes suggested here as a guide for future digitisation impact assessment. If these value models to society as a whole are satisfied then many other benefits identified in this report will also accrue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option Value</th>
<th>Prestige Value</th>
<th>Education Value</th>
<th>Existence Value</th>
<th>Bequest Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• People value the possibility of enjoying the digitised resources and the resultant research outputs created through the endeavours of academics and HE now or sometime in the future.</td>
<td>• People derive utility from knowing that a digitised resource, HE institution or its research, is cherished by persons living inside and outside their community.</td>
<td>• People are aware that digitised resources contribute to their own or to other people’s sense of culture, education, knowledge and heritage and therefore value it.</td>
<td>• People benefit from knowing that a digital resource exists but do not personally use it.</td>
<td>• People derive satisfaction from the fact that their descendents and other members of the community will in the future be able to enjoy a digitised resource if they choose to.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Future modes of evaluation and impact assessment should include some focus upon these social factors. Digitisation projects and programmes need to

---

engage with the core principle of impact assessment “how does this change people’s lives?” to succeed in an ever more competitive funding environment. Engaging with the way digitised resources offer opportunity and choices that will foster changes is likely to prove increasingly important. Much of the evaluation to date has been qualitative in terms expressed in this report or quantitative in terms of volume of use. Different, more faceted evaluation questions will be needed to demonstrate changes in opportunity or lives and this is a ripe area for further research and development.

**Asserting the value of the British brand**

**Building Blocks of Digital Britain**

By building a critical mass of digitised content we are creating the building blocks for Digital Britain. A critical mass is both the volume of content and the infrastructure for delivery that generates a self sustaining and growing audience. Such engagement allows for the intellectual capital of our educational and cultural institutions to be shared more broadly in society, building links between different groups in society within and across geographic regions.

We also experience the “multiplier” effect with critical mass such that adding new and wider audiences does not add noticeably to base costs. So investment in Higher Education digitised resources can reach out to wider society in a cost effective way to deliver a deep social impact and benefit. Links with business and the commercial sector are also strengthened by investment in digital content in Higher Education, reaching new markets and stimulating new products and activities.

**Developing the brand for UK Higher Education**

Transformational digital content and resources support the broader government agenda to build Digital Britain and open up data for the twenty-first century. Our cultural and educational collections are our nation’s prize jewels and should be at the heart of the agenda to expose government information to benefit the citizen.

UK research and universities are made more visible by digitised resources. Such digitisation widens international recognition for the quality of UK research. In turn this generates revenue by attracting overseas students and by fostering international research collaborations and funding. The establishment of transatlantic digitisation collaboration grants between JISC and the US National Endowment for Humanities is recognition that the USA, as the world’s biggest research economy, makes a significant contribution to the leading edge performance of collaborating nations. UK-USA collaboration represent more than 30% of the UK’s strongest research with impact factors up to four times higher for papers in biological and physical sciences.

We also need to consider our position in the digital world and ensure that we can maintain our competitive advantage and make best use of opportunities for cultural diplomacy. Collaboration will be a key feature of future digital economics as the projects become so large as to be unsustainable within an individual institutional context.

**Digitised content stimulates the economy, underpins UK competitiveness and develops a British brand for universities and Higher Education worldwide.**
Open Data Study: Opening Government Data

Both the US and UK found a three-tiered drive was at play when Government based data was opened up for wide access. The three groups of actors who were crucial to the projects’ success were:

- Civil society, and in particular a small and motivated group of "civic hackers";
- An engaged and well-resourced "middle layer" of skilled government bureaucrats; and
- A top-level mandate, motivated by either an outside force (in the case of the UK) or a refreshed political administration hungry for change (in the US).

It has to start at the top, it has to start in the middle and it has to start at the bottom.
Tim Berners-Lee

Widespread access to digitised resources contributes to the vibrant cultural and intellectual life of the UK, promoting education and enjoyment for all whilst bestowing a range of benefits to local and national economies. There is also a social and economic benefit in helping to bridge the digital divide by providing digitised British content to the world.

Asserting the value of the British brand

The Nineteenth Century House of Commons Papers... cannot be matched as a historical source in any other country in the world.

Norman Gash, Times Literary Supplement

Digitised resources emphasise the quality and innovation of UK education, thus helping promote the economy, and also actively assert the value of our British brand.

Leading the scientific world on climate change

The availability of the historical record, increasingly in digitised form, is one element of the scientific dominance the United Kingdom holds in the scientific discourse on climate change.

The observations from the logbooks on wind force and weather are astonishingly good... What happens in the oceans controls what happens in the atmosphere – so we absolutely need to comprehend the oceans to understand future weather patterns

Dr Dennis Wheeler, University of Sunderland
Reconstructing past climate change

Hundreds of Royal Navy ships’ logbooks have been digitised dating from the 1760s to 1923. The accurate weather information they contain is being used to reconstruct past climate change—hitherto untapped scientific data.

Digitising over 20,000 fragile photographs from 1845-1960, the Freeze Frame archive delivers to a worldwide audience some of the most important visual resources for research into British and international polar exploration. Personal journals and official expedition reports provide a narrative to the photographs.

The Freeze Frame archive is invaluable in charting changes in the Polar Regions. Making the material available to all will help with further research into scientific studies around global warming and climate change

Pen Hadow, Polar Explorer
Digitising Britain for our Digital Futures

**Vision**

A sustainable national content collection of compelling rich and accessible digitised resources for excellence in research, learning and teaching.

Spanning centuries, disciplines and sources, the pioneering JISC digitisation programme is unlocking a wealth of unique, hard-to-access material from the birth of writing to the present day, creating a critical mass of rich, permanent digital resources. Much has been achieved.

There are opportunities for more impact, benefit and a greater return on investment if we continue to invest in the knowledge economy of Britain by digitising our wealth of information resources.

**The Way Forward**

In order to realise this vision, what is needed is:

- Collaboration to achieve sustainable funding from a variety of different sources: public, private and commercial.
- Partnerships between content holders and consumers to build upon the JISC licensing and cost models to deliver more content that is currently within copyright.
- Investment in the digitisation of the rich collections to be found in the libraries, archives and museums in the higher education and associated sectors. We must:
  - Act together to fill gaps in content provision by engaging with national, regional, and cultural needs.
  - Create new online communities within and in particular beyond the walls of the university.
  - Raise standards of digital literacy.
  - Help institutions be more effective/save money.
- Excellence in research, teaching and learning sustained by developing innovative tools and interfaces to digitised resources
- Expansion of our national content collection by actively encouraging the creativity and enthusiasm surrounding user generated and annotated content.
- Development of sustainable and compelling public services based on open content in public libraries, museum and archives.
- Competitive advantage to UK Higher Education demonstrated through the continued evaluation and assessment of the use of digitised resources.

_We are sitting on a goldmine of content which should be within a coherent UK national digital strategy. To support Digital Britain we need to deliver a critical mass of digital content. Access... ought to be the right of every citizen, every household, every child, every school and public library, universities and business. That's a vision worth delivering on._

Dame Lynne Brindley, The British Library
Project Description and Methodology

Objective

The project objective was to undertake:

*a synthesis study to collate evidence relating to the development and use of digitised resources, articulating both the benefits of such resources and the broader outcomes arising from their creation.*

As required by the JISC ITT, the research work:

- Drew on evidence related to JISC digitisation projects, associated reports commissioned by JISC and other non-JISC projects and reports.
- Outlined the outcomes from, and the benefits of, digitised resources

Measuring and interpreting the broad impact of digitised resources is a complex undertaking. There is a mass of extant evidence, but attempts to interpret such evidence often tended to rely on commonplace assumptions about the nature of digitisation, without fully appreciating the actual way in which end users interact with such digital content. Very little attempt has been made to provide a deeper analysis that draws evidence from a number of sources and provides a compelling account of the advantages of digitised content. This report performs the task of synthesising information relating to the benefits of digitisation and helps to provide a compelling argument for future digitisation work.

Method and approach

Developing an information gathering framework

Based on an initial meeting with JISC and the contextual background of the team involved, a broad framework for criteria for inclusion in the synthesis was agreed. There were four principle areas for investigation:

- Meeting and advancing research needs
- Bringing collections out of the dark
- Stimulating the economy, underpinning competitiveness and developing skills.
- Reaching out and building communities.

These areas are extremely broad in scope, however, they proved sufficient to develop an initial framework for information gathering. JISC provided further information and guidance along the lines of their Transformational Content agenda.

During the actual gathering of information the project team was mindful to use these initial categories as a guide only and to go beyond these categories should interesting information arise during the course of data gathering which provides valuable evidence on the value and benefits of digitised resources. The synthesis did develop organically which resulted in rather different categorisations of the final outputs.
Evidence collection

Data was collected using the framework as a guide. Data was gathered which related to the outcomes from and benefits of JISC digitisation projects and related JISC activities. We also collected evidence more widely and went beyond JISC funded activities, as evaluation and impact work has already been focussed on some of the JISC Digitisation projects. This included data pertaining to activity in the UK through the Research Councils (AHRC and EPSRC’s Digital Economy Programme) as well as from around the world (funded by the EU, Mellon Foundation, IMLS or NEH for example). For instance, the work of the ICT Methods Network\(^2\) which engaged deeply with the use of advanced ICT methods in arts and humanities research is seen as having particular significance in mapping how user behaviour has been influenced by digitisation programmes.

Evidence was identified through literature and web searches, personal knowledge and organisational contacts. JISC staff also shared any suitable resources with the project team. Evidence collection identified and obtained relevant documents – web pages, published reports, policy statements, survey results, statistical measures and evaluations amongst others.

Statistical measures and evaluations were seen as of primary importance to provide a sense of the scale of use and the penetration of digitisation benefits into the community. However, in actuality these were mainly lacking in depth and longitudinal evidence. It is our assessment that many of the evaluations focussed upon measures of numeric achievement in terms of items digitised. Most evaluations were lacking detail on usage and impact.

Narrative accounts and case studies were thus also seen as important factors to personalise the statistics, evaluation and literature synthesis. These narratives add clarity to those benefits and provide a sense of the way digitisation actually creates and delivers changes in academic research and teaching practice.

As Paola Marchionni mentioned in her recent article\(^3\) we sought to research and identify:

- key areas where user engagement has been particularly useful
- the successes and challenges of pro-actively involving users
- some practical tips on working with users in an effective way

The evidence synthesised in this report clearly demonstrates the outcomes and benefits for the critical HE user base and also the wider community. Some of the evidence collection used semi structured interviews with people who are involved in the research and teaching use of digital content created through digitisation.

The output of the evidence gathering was shared through a project web site and wiki hosted at King’s College London. This ensured a central source of all

\(^{2}\) http://www.methodsnetwork.ac.uk

gathered primary and secondary data for the projects partners, JISC and later for the wider community.

It is worth stating clearly that the evidence presented by previous evaluations have either been limited to number-crunching visitor numbers without much segmentation and analysis, or the use of anecdotal or survey evidence to try to find out about value and benefits. We remain in a situation where the creative, cultural and academic sectors are not able to adequately demonstrate from a strong enough evidence base that they are changing lives or having a positive impact with regard to digitised content in the way that other sectors have found it possible to do for their services or products.

In short, we need better evidence of impact. How has the digital resource delivered a positive change in a defined group of people’s lives? The kinds of changes to be measured are diverse, and are likely to be in the following areas: economic, social, educational, cultural, health, political, and environmental, etc. We see this as an important subject for further research.

Synthesis of evidence
The data collected was analysed and the key aspects of evidence drawn out. At this point the project team gave some consideration to weighting and evaluating the evidence i.e. how robust or generalisable was it? In light of the evidence collected the four initial framework themes were reviewed to assess whether or not the evidence collected fit neatly into that format or whether the categories should be revised at the analysis and presentation stages. At this stage, and throughout, the JISC Programme Manager and other relevant JISC Executive staff were fully involved in assessing the evidence and making decisions about the final format of the synthesis. The data was synthesised in order to make as strong a case as possible to demonstrate the benefits of digitisation and help provide a compelling argument for future digitisation work.

Two particular, modes of evidence analysis within a Strategic Creative Analysis (SCAN) provide strong, positive frameworks to enable this report to break out from the common perspectives of digitisation into fresh insights.

PESTLE
The PESTLE methodology was used as a means of considering the results of the information gathered in a strategic context. PESTLE relates to the Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal and Environmental. This provided a wider perspective to the outcomes and benefits of digitisation in categories more easily identifiable to the strategically oriented reader.

Important stakeholder perspectives have been underrepresented (or are narrowly represented) in the literature to date. We sought, within the context of this PESTLE analysis, to better synthesise definitions of stakeholders, to enumerate their current engagement with digitised resources and to map how they are affected and changed by their engagement with digitised resources.

Balanced Scorecard
The Balanced Scorecard is a well used method for analysis and measurement of the value of intangible assets across a set of faceted perspectives. It has gained popularity as a means of enumerating the benefits of digital preservation and digitisation. In particular, it is being used by museums such as the Getty to justify digitisation activity and by social media organisations to measure media impact on audiences. The following graphic shows the
perspectives to the outcomes and benefits of digitisation that we sought to show through the synthesis.

In the Balanced Scorecard the measures of success are faceted across several categories.

- **Users, audience and stakeholders**: The main one is the worth of the digitisation to the users, audience and stakeholders and how that benefits them.

- **Innovation and development**: This evaluates the value of the digitisation in terms of how it enables the users and providers to do new and innovative actions not possible previously. This might include new research and teaching methods, Web 2.0 type interactions, new modes of collection development and curation not easily possible before digitisation.

- **Internal processes**: Evaluates how the Digitisation Strategy provides value to the way that the organisation operates. For instance, documentation and conservation will both find efficiencies and benefits that could not be accrued without digitisation, as will curation.

- **Financial benefits and outcomes**: Digitisation provides great benefits to the whole HE sector and delivers to the income stream of this sector in a number of financially measurable means. These can be evaluated and enumerated across a wide range of activity and the synthesis will seek to show these.

Against each of the criteria, defined firm evidence has been provided to demonstrate the value of digitisation. Some of the value may also be demonstrated in the opportunity cost of not digitising particular resources.

**Scope**

The study primarily considered impact in the context of the impact on Higher and Further Education. Despite this it was important to look more widely at
the impact of digitisation outside the HE and FE sectors. There were
demonstrable lessons and examples of high end benefits that have been
accrued through digitisation in other sectors which could be transferred or
extrapolated to activity in the HE and FE sectors. Within the HE and FE sectors
there are many stakeholders sub groups with an interest in the creation and
use of digitised resources. This includes: universities, students, researchers,
lecturers, librarians, collection curators, funding bodies such as JISC and the
research councils, and government departments such as Business Innovation
and Skills (BIS). While the focus will be on the stakeholders identified above,
the project team was ever mindful to include additional groups that emerged as
relevant during the course of the project as well as other known stakeholder
groups such as public and private sector museums, non HE libraries and
archives, lifelong learners, schools, local and family historians, other
government departments and funding bodies.
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